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Saving Potential with Congree

Enterprises create content – from brochures to websites to technical documentation. Usually, 

various teams with different fields of specialization and language skills participate in this work. 

Adding the translation and review, it becomes clear just how complex the process that leads up to 

the publication of the product and company information actually is. But "complex" does not nec-

essarily have to mean "time-consuming" and "expensive". Congree offers you enormous saving 

potential at every stage of the process chain.

Authoring  » Congree finds previously composed sentences for quick reuse.

 » The system enables you to save time for manual terminology research, as definitions  
 and usage information on specialized terms are displayed even while writing –  
 including preferred terms, admitted terms, and deprecated terms. 

 » Your texts are automatically checked for spelling, grammar, and compliance with  
 predefined style rules.

 » Translation costs can be saved by reducing the number of sentence variants. 

 » The use of approved terminology reduces misunderstandings and translation errors.

 » Translation-oriented documents eliminate unnecessary translation preparation work.

 » Consistent source texts with clear wording result in fewer inquiries.

Translation

Saving potential – sentence variants: 20 - 80%

If you spend €200,000/year on translations, you can save at least €40,000 for 

translations by using Congree.

Authoring Translation Correction
and review

Publication

 » You can avoid unnecessary correction cycles due to incorrect terminology or poor   
 language both in the source text and in the translation.

Correction cycles 
and review

Saving potential – review: approx. 80%

If you spend €10,000/year on review and correction, you can save about €8,000/year 

with the automatic review in Congree. 



Saving Potential with Congree

 » The system prevents the risk of having to reprint documents due to faulty contents.

 » Congree reduces the number of customer inquiries due to deficient documentation.

Publication

Does it pay to 
use Congree?

The calculation examples give you a rough idea of how much you can save. However, the actual 

framework conditions are quite different in each company. Thus, it is not possible to provide a 

generally valid calculation. 

Saving potential – customer inquiries: 100%

 » 50 inquiries/month due to deficient documentation

 » Average processing time: 15 minutes

 » Internal hourly rate: €65

50 x 12 x 0.25 x 65 = €7,800/year saved
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Do you have any questions concerning the software? Would you be interested in an 

individual feasibility analysis?

Send an e-mail to info@congree.com 

Contact

Would you like to know in detail how much your enterprise could save with Congree?

Together with Prof. Dr.-Ing. Michael Schaffner of BIOS Dr.-Ing. Schaffner Beratungsgesellschaft 

mbH, we have developed a comprehensive model for examining the feasibility. We would be 

pleased to prepare an analysis for your specific situation.


